
Why Food Sovereignty?

Telangana and Andhra Pradesh, as indeed most states of India, are in the
midst of a deep and acute agrarian and food crisis, which has intensified during 25
years of neo-liberal economic reforms with its onset in the early 1990s. During thiss
period we have witnessed growing disparity between a tiny class of very wealthy
and over-fed Indians and an expanding class of citizens living in a permanent state of
chronic hunger. Ironically the bulk of those who experience deep food insecurity
and hunger are small and marginal farmers and landless agriculture workers ,who
anchor food production. Between 1995 and 2011, of the total 33,326 farmer suicides
in the erstwhile state of Andhra Pradesh, 65% were from Telangana and 35% from
Andhra. The farmers who committed suicide are small and marginal owning between
2-5 acres of land, mostly from the dalit-bahujan communities, and predominantly
from rainfed agro-ecological regions. They are chiefly men, with women providing
the labour on these farms, having been displaced from their erstwhile central role
as decision makers in food farming communities. Their historical timelines of
production vividly capture the shift from cultivating diverse food crops upto the 1980s,
to a mix of food and commodity crops in the 1990s, to entirely cash/commodity
non-food crops in the 2000s accompanied by the entry and rapid expansion of GMO
(BT cotton) in their fields.This dire situation is a direct outcome of systematic State
economic policies that have aggressively pressured the once self-sufficient small-
farmer, who produced and conserved a diversity of food crops, seeds and indigenous
domestic animal breeds, to become a consumer of inputs and provider of labour,
cultivating commodity crops or commodity livestock products, often under contract-
farmed vertically integrated tie ups with agri-business corporations. Small-peasant
controlled sustainable mixed crop-livestock food-farming systems are giving way to
a corporate controlled industrial system of agriculture production, distribution and
consumption. This has fuelled cycles of debt, distress land sales, explosion of real
estate markets, declining interests in agriculture amongst the youth,city-bound
migration, people moving into low-paying non-farming activities, or in farmers ending
their lives.

At the consumption end, liberalisation of the sector has resulted in an explosion of
the food and entertainment industry (hotels, eating out, fast-foods, exotic foods,
processed foods, imported fruits and vegetables, supermarkets, hypermarkets), which
feed the growing consumption greed of the well off middle and upper class Indians.
Simultaneously, transforming a universal Public Distribution System (PDS) to a
“targeted” PDS, has excluded a whole lot of eligible citizens from accessing subsidized
food, and ironically is also a major reason for the overflowing stockpiles of food in
our public godowns. The sharp increase in global food prices in recent years was
triggered largely by increased oil prices, speculation and trading in food (as one would
trade in stocks and shares), and heightened competition between food, fuel crops
and animal feed. The State (successive governments no matter of which political
colour) has vigorously and pro-actively enabled corporations and Capital to capture
the business of food, thereby seriously threatening the sovereignty of the country
as also harming the interests of small farmers globally. In an upshot- we all end up
being permanently dependent on corporate controlled industrial agriculture and
food markets, to meet our “right to food”.

It is time for us to call a halt to this plunder and to take back control and the only
way to do so is to commit to a vision of Food Sovereignty - a  political philosophy
and program of action to take back control over our food systems, which are
systematically being industrialised and controlled by Global Capital powered
Corporate Conglomerates in collusion with governments. This industrial food and
agriculture system is decimating lives, livelihoods and the environment the world
over, deepening hunger, poverty and inequality and is a key driver of the energy
and climate crises.

1.  In defence of our commons we evolve and implement food sovereignty
governance plans through local village governance institutions, gram
sabhas and local community platforms:

• Making real the unfinished task of land reformsand redistribution of land for
the landless, to readdress the unjust consolidation and accumulation of  land
in the hands of a few powerful landowners and corporations. In doing so, we
shall work to ensure that women’s rights to land are secured, as a pre-
requisite for food sovereignty.

• Preventing the alienation and privatisation of our lands and resources
(commonlands, water, forests, air, knowledge, germplasm, biodiversity), for the
purposes of industries, SEZs, real estate, mines, dams,trade, investments,
corporate farming,tourism etc,)through exercising our constitutional rights, using
legislations and direct action.

• Reviving and democratizing the conservation of traditional water bodies, tanks,
open wells and irrigation techniques, forests, commonlands, biodiversity, agro-
ecological knowledge and practices, systems of resource governance, and systems
of reciprocity.

• Growing diverse and agro-ecologically appropriate local food crops on our
lands under agro-ecological farming practices, rearing diverse indigenous
animal breeds, conserving the diversity of our forests and other commons, to
meet our food needs within our homes and communities.

• Building seed sovereignty through selecting, saving, exchanging and sharing
diverse seeds between ourselves and through a network of community seed
banks.

• Reviving and re-establishing democratically governed local markets as a means
of exchange of our produce.

• Dialoguing with families who are trapped in corporate and industrial farming
debt cycles to help them strategise towards breaking free and transforming their
cultivation to agro-ecological food farming systems.

Platforms for Action 2.    Building the food sovereignty movement under women’s leadership
       we challenge patriarchy through:

• Organising platforms for women to learn from one another, build capacities and
advance our powers of decision-making,

• Analysing the effect of government policies, plans and programs on women’s
lives and livelihoods, understand and use constitutional rights and legislations to
challenge patriarchal violence, and exercise our agency and leadership to assert
our worldviews, ideas and actions for food sovereignty.

• Work with men in our communities to be part of the change

3.    We act to effectively to halt the “supermarketisation of our markets”
and the expansion of industrial food chains that destroy the autonomy
of producers (peasants, adivasis, dalit, pastoralist, fisherfolk) and co-
producers, and shall regain control of our food systems by:

• Connecting adivasi, dalit, pastoral and peasant members of the alliance to co-
producer communities particularly students, workers, unemployed and the urban
poor, through establishing democratically governed local markets and dialogue
platforms to build the movement for food sovereignty.

• Connecting young men and women from the communities to the movements on
food sovereignty, through creating intergenerational platforms for exchange,
learning and organising.

• Campaigns to halt the spread and promotion of harmful technologies (eg:green
revolution and GMO technologies,  high yielding exotic animal breeds), trade
policies (eg: FTAs, Food Security and WTO, industrial dairy and meat markets)
and programs ( Forestry plantations, REDD/ REDD+) that threaten autonomous
food-farming systems.

• Leveraging the state’s economic instruments, democratic institutions and
commitments towards decentralized, diverse and localized agro-ecologically
relevant and nutritionally safe production, procurement and distribution to i)
ground India’s National Food Security Act; ii) cover farmers critical price of
production and iii) act as positive support for restoring ecological agriculture
practices on our fields and farms.

•   Building pressure on political parties to commit to food sovereignty.

•   Networking with other food sovereignty movements locally and globally.

What is Food Sovereignty ?

Food sovereignty is the right of peoples to healthy and culturally appropriate food produced through
ecologically sound and sustainable methods, and their right to define their own food and agricultural
systems. It puts those who produce, distribute and consume the food at the heart of food systems
and policies rather than the demands of markets and corporations. It defends the interest and
inclusion of the next generation. It offers a strategy to resist and dismantle the   current corporate
trade and food regime, and directions for food, farming, pastoral and fisheries systems determined
by local producers. Food sovereignty priorities local and national economies and markets and
empowers peasants and family farmer-drive agriculture, artisan fishing, pastoralist-led grazing
and food production, distribution and consumption based on environmental, social and economic
sustainability. Food sovereignty promotes transparent trade that guarantees just income to all
people and the rights of consumers to control their food and nutrition. It ensures that the rights to
use and manage our lands, territories, water, seeds, livestock and biodiversity are in the hands of
those of us who produce food. Food sovereignty implies new social relations free of oppression and
inequality between men and women, peoples, racial groups, social classes and generations.

The global peasant movement “La Via Campesina” coined the term food sovereignty..



For further details:
Tel. number:
email: foodsovereigntyalliance@gmail.com

1 Co-producers is the term we use to identify “non-farming” citizens who are concerned about the
future of food. Co-producers need to be actively involved in decisions being made about the food
we eat, and infact should transform from being passive recipients to active participants along with
the producers of food, in co-creating and advancing the visions for Food Sovereignty.

The Food Sovereignty Alliance

The Food Sovereignty Alliance emerged as a response to
this crises and brings onto a common platform adivasi,
dalit, pastoralist, fisherfolk and peasant social movements
along with co-producers1 to build solidarity with one
another for a common vision of food sovereignty, in
defence of our sovereign rights to food and the rights of
mother earth.

Towards this vision we shall

Continue to defend our rights over our lands, the commons,
our forests, water, air, biodiversity and indigenous
knowledge.

Build the Food Sovereignty Movement through the
leadership of women, and thereby challenge patriarchy.

Nurture the power of our peasant food webs to feed
ourselves and resist the corporate capture of our lives.
Through this we commit to deepening our relationships
and traditions of reciprocity and collectivism as a means
of solidarity with one another. This solidarity is the basis
to resist the violence of the corporate food industry.

Build power through democratic local systems of
governance to further food sovereignty.

Conscientiously nurture intergenerational spaces for
sharing knowledge and practice for the future of the
movement.

Telangana

Adivasi Aikya Vedika
Deccani Gorrela-Mekala Pempakadarula Sangham, Medak

Ottavapantala Mahila Vedika, Medak
Grama Sangham, Warangal

Co-Producers

Andhra Pradesh

Adivasi Aikya Vedika
Dalit Mahila Sangham, Chittoor

Sri Gopi Rytu Sangham, Chittoor
Chinna Sanna Karu Vyavasaidarula Sangham, Vishakapatnam

Co- Producers
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Cover picture: Painted by Sagari Ramdas, for the Food Sovereignty Summit, 2013.
Border: Savara Art, Bondiguda village, Srikakulam.
Painting: Charanya R,  Women’s Day, 2012.


